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CRITICAL ARTS

CRITICAL ARTS is a unique South African journal which takes a radical look at Third World media. It offers a perspective on relations between media and society at large. Both formal and informal channels are its interest. CRITICAL ARTS challenges the existing social structure. It is a cue for creating alternative dimensions to the stereotyped view of the media dictated by ideology.
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Volume Three
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2 English Studies in Transition
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Volume Four
1 Documentary and the Problem of Method
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4 English Studies/Educational Interventions
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Subscriptions
R7.00 (local) and $US 10 (overseas) for 4 issues
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Single issues available at
R2.50 each (local). Back copies R3.00 $3.50 overseas. Foreign purchases to be made by International Money Order
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1 Cultural Studies
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A Journal for Media Studies

Write to CRITICAL ARTS, c/o Contemporary Cultural Studies
Unit, University of Natal, King George V Ave, Durban 4001, South Africa